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Suddenly, This October 
 

[Chicago, IL] What can director Ann Keen bring to the table to a play that’s already seen 
thousands of productions since its opening night more than 50 years ago? Plenty, as we’ll see 
when Polarity Ensemble Theatre presents Tennessee Williams' masterwork, A Streetcar Named 
Desire, as the opener of the theater's 2009-2010 season.  
 
Ann Keen, director of Polarity Ensemble Theatre’s smash hit redux of Hamlet, where the Prince 
of Denmark hung to rafters as a rock n’ roll star, knows what it takes to remake a classic. Sure, 
the play will live in the confines of a low budget and a storefront-size space, but Polarity prides 
itself on invention and high quality, and this production is no exception.  Nothing is more 
challenging to a theater company than to present a modern classic, especially one crowded with 
the ghosts of past productions, including touchstone performances by Brando, Leigh, and 
Hunter. Add to that a complex story with deep emotions that’s woefully short on yuks (as Neil 
Simon might say) and most fledgling companies might crack under pressure.  
 
Louisiana is a lot different today than it was in the mid-20th century, but we still recognize it as 
three things: hot, sticky, and filled with drama. On whether the cast shortened the play’s title as 
“Streetcar” or, perhaps, “Desire” – a choice of emphasis between transport and sex – she laughs 
and replies, “We prefer to call it ‘hard work.’” Balancing a large cast, an extensive prop list, and 
an ambitious approach to the incidental music, Keen emphasizes the simplicity of the play, “It’s 
about a woman who wants love.” 
 
When asked about “that scene,” where Stanley crosses a sexual line with Blanche, the scene is 
alternately referred to as “the seduction” and “the rape.”  Tennessee Williams knew he was at the 
edge of the moral plane all those years ago, and the power of that moment, and its implications, 
have changed little with time. Twenty-first century audiences are certainly more accustomed to 
witnessing, absorbing, and judging these moments in art – but are they used to it thirty feet away 
and in 3D?  
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“It’s not really a healthy play,” remarks Keen. “But it’s a journey worth taking. For an audience, 
it’s an emotional thrill to see these rich characters at critical moments of choice. And to see how 
one relationship affects Blanche so deeply is fascinating. It’s also interesting to think about what 
her life was like after the curtain is drawn. She’s a character that ends on such a note of curiosity 
that it’s helped the play endure.” 
 
Helping Polarity’s production endure as well is a strong cast. Mason Hill, the much-praised star 
of both Polarity’s Hamlet (2007) and The White Airplane (2009) brings his charisma and energy 
to the working-class Stanley; Laura Sturm ignites her own Southern heritage and plays Blanche 
DuBois as a heroine in crisis. With Abigail Trabue as Stella, it’s one hell of a trio. 
 
“Seeing this work up close and intimate, done this strong, is bound to have impact,” promises 
Keen, “and we’re working to make sure this production is like no other that’s come before, or 
will come after.” 
 
A Streetcar Named Desire performances will take place at the Polarity Ensemble Theatre in the 
Josephinum Academy, 1500 N Bell, Chicago. Showtimes are Friday and Saturday at 8pm, and 
Sunday at 3pm. Opening Night: Monday, October 5th at 8pm. $19 general admission. $10 
previews October 2nd – 4th. Tickets can be purchased in advance by calling 1-800-838-3006 or 
by visiting www.petheatre.com 
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